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CLERK OF THE PARLIAMENTS 
Statement 

HON SHEILA MILLS (South Metropolitan) [10.10 pm]:  I was very surprised to learn of comments made 
last week in respect of the Clerk of the Parliaments.  Essentially, the position was dismissed in what I consider to 
be quite pejorative terms, as merely that of keeping some documents and a few related responsibilities.  As 
someone who spent 15 years in this place educating and informing Western Australians about the history, 
process and procedures of this place, I was particularly disappointed in the tenor of the remarks.   
I am quite aware that the joint standing orders make provision for the Clerk of the Council to be the Clerk of the 
Parliaments.  The joint standing orders do not state that the position should alternate between the houses, or that 
it is just for the time being or can be changed at any time by some whim.  Joint standing order 10 is quite 
explicit.  In fact, the Clerk of the Legislative Council was appointed Clerk of the Parliaments by Government 
Gazette on 26 May 1887 - 120 years ago.  It does not imbue any notion of impermanence or fluidity.   
As to the notion that the role merely encompasses the keeping of some documents and a few related 
responsibilities, the Clerk of the Parliaments has, in fact, custody of all bills of both houses passed during the 
session and certifies them as having passed both houses for presentation to the Governor for assent.  The Clerk 
of the Parliaments also corrects errors in bills and authorises reprints.  These duties are analogous to those 
discharged by the Chief Clerk of the House of Lords, who also bears the title of Clerk of the Parliaments.   
It is clear to me that the role of the Clerk of the Parliaments has quite some significance in our system.  Without 
going into a lot of detail, members will remember the situation in 2003 in which the validity of the government’s 
electoral redistribution bills was questioned on the basis that they needed to be passed by an absolute majority in 
this house.  However, neither bill was passed by an absolute majority.  In fact, the previous Clerk refused to 
certify the bills for presentation to the Governor for assent.  As members will recall, the whole issue, known as 
Attorney General versus Marquet, ended up on appeal in the High Court.  The High Court dismissed the appeal, 
and found that an absolute majority was required to pass both bills.  This decision reversed a trend over the past 
25 years in which manner and form limitations on the Western Australian Constitution had been interpreted as 
posing no significant restraint on the state Parliament’s power to alter that Constitution.  In what has been 
described as a watershed decision, the High Court invested section 13 of the Electoral Distribution Act 1947 
with paramount significance and binding effect.  In plain English, section 13 requires bills changing the WA 
system of electoral redistribution to be passed by an absolute majority in each house.  This example quite clearly 
indicates that the Clerk of the Parliaments has a role of great significance in the legislative process in this 
Parliament.   

A further point I make is that if a Clerk in the lower house has spent more time in his or her position than the 
Clerk of the upper house, it does not make that Clerk the senior Clerk and, therefore, the Clerk of the 
Parliaments.  The role belongs historically in the upper house.  In the fourteenth century, when the Commons 
was formed as a separate house, it was assigned, as it has been since then, a Clerk of its own, who was officially 
known as the Under Clerk of the Parliament.  The senior Clerk continued to sit in the House of Lords and 
continued to be known as the Clerk of the Parliaments.  It is very important for any debate, now or in the future, 
on procedures, processes and practices of this or any other Parliament, that historical facts be disseminated 
correctly.   

House adjourned at 10.13 pm 
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